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The Zone System for 35MM Photographers: A Basic Guide to Exposure Control [Carson Graves] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Thousands of photographers have used the simple
techniques described in this book to produce consistently excellent negatives and luminous prints.

Light tone or pastel color Zone 7 Light, with texture but faded color Zone 8 A hint of detail, but essentially
washed out Zone 9 Zone 10 Paper white Such unprecedented power creates wonderful opportunities, but also
can lead to confusion. How do you apply these controls? How far should you go? Do you have to reinvent the
whole photographic process? Noâ€”because while the tools may be different, the basic principles of the Zone
System still apply. The simplest approach concentrates on highlights and ignores shadows. Start by picking
the most important highlightâ€”the brightest significant part of the scene that needs to have detail and texture.
Then decide what zone that highlight should be. There are really only two choices. So that leaves Zone 6 or
Zone 7. Use Zone 7 for objects that are white or nearly white, like white water, snow, light sand or very light
rock. Use Zone 6 for any other highlight, including tans, yellows or other pastel colors. To make the highlight
Zone 6, increase the exposure by one stop from your meter reading. To make it Zone 7, increase the exposure
by two stops. You could change the aperture instead, of course. The original RAW file of these autumn aspens
looked flat, but a sharp S-curve increased the contrast and brought it to life. This diagram shows
approximately how each zone relates to a histogram. The spike at the right-hand edge of this histogram
indicates pixels that are overexposed â€”Zone 8 or higher. Anything at the far-left edge of the histogram is
Zone 2 or lowerâ€”black. In landscape photographs, highlights are vital. Usually, the brightest pixels should
be near, but not touching, the right edge of the histogram. Controlling Contrast The heart of the traditional
Zone System is the ability to expand or contract the contrast range of the negativeâ€”to increase contrast and
add impact to low-contrast images or reduce contrast to hold detail in both highlights and shadows in
high-contrast scenes. Sunset Color, Tunnel View, Yosemite: With digital images, increasing contrast is easy.
Decreasing contrast is more difficult. Exposure In The Field To blend exposures later, you first have to capture
all the necessary information in the field. Make sure the camera is on a sturdy tripod to avoid camera
movement between frames. Next, use the Zone System, or any method you prefer, to get a good exposure for
the highlights. Check the histogram to make sure the brightest pixels are near, but not touching, the right edge,
and adjust if necessary. Then make another exposure one stop lighter, and another, and so on, until you see
space between the darkest pixels and the left edge of the histogram. The histograms below show what this
might look like. Histograms For Blending Images: Histograms from four RAW images, each taken one stop
apart, capturing highlights, shadows and everything in between. Exposure Blending Ansel Adams used
reduced development to capture highlight and shadow detail in high-contrast scenes, but he was well aware
that this could lead to flat, mushy areas in the midtones. The same problem confronts digital photographers
when blending exposures. Too much tonal compression can reduce local contrast and produce a lifeless image.
When comparing different methods of merging exposures, pay attention to those midtones and make sure they
have some contrast and snap. The first version of this image was blended from five different exposures, each
one stop apart, using Photomatix software in its HDR Tone Compressor mode. The second image was merged
manually in Photoshop with layers and layer masks. This method retained all the local contrast in the bottom
two-thirds of the image because the blending only occurred near the top of the frame. The result is a crisper,
livelier photograph. Software Solutions There are a number of software packages that help you manipulate
your images using the Zone System. For example, the Ozone filter in Dfx Digital Filter software uses
proprietary algorithms to divide the spectrum of the image into 11 zones, each of which can be precisely and
independently adjusted. Download a free trial copy at the website: High Dynamic Range, or HDR, uses
complex algorithms to combine different exposures and capture detail in highlights and shadows. Exposure
Blending takes sections of different images and fuses them together. This could be as simple as using the sky
from one photograph and the foreground from another or could involve merging pieces of many images. I find
that Exposure Blending usually produces more natural-looking results than HDR and retains local contrast
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better, but there are exceptions, so I often try both techniques.
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2: The Online Darkroom: Zone System for Roll Film
The Zone System for 35mm Photographers has 10 ratings and 0 reviews. Thousands of photographers have used the
simple techniques described in this book to.

Capturing strangers candidly, yet tack sharp, is probably the toughest technical skill to learn in street
photography. With a genre such as landscape photography, you can find your location, plan your shot, wait
patiently for the correct lighting, and make sure that you are ready to pounce when the perfect moment hits.
But candid street photography is an entirely different beast. Often, you are presented with a moment so
quickly that your reaction time is severely tested. It is so tough to frame correctly, focus correctly, and capture
a spontaneous shot at the right moment, all while trying to keep things candid. Learning to zone focus. Not
every street photographer zone focuses, but the ones that do swear by it. While I use autofocus when I can, I
too swear by it. Before we go into what zone focusing is, we need to talk about the factors that go into creating
DOF. If you know this already then feel free to skip to the next section. The term Depth of Field refers to the
area in front of and behind a subject that you focus on that will appear acceptably sharp. For instance, say you
focus on a subject that is 10 feet away. Depending on your camera settings, that might mean that everything
from 8 feet away to 14 feet away will be acceptably sharp. That would be your depth of field. Also, keep in
mind that the area behind your subject that is acceptably sharp will always be greater than the area in front of
your subject, and in many cases much greater. Here are the four factors in detail: The smaller your aperture,
the more DOF there will be in a scene. So if you are shooting at F16, much more of your scene will be sharp
than if you are shooting a F2. The wider your focal length, the more DOF there will be in a scene. So if you
are shooting at 28mm, much more of your scene will be in focus than if you are shooting at mm. This is why I
rarely zone focus using a lens longer than 35mm. The further away you focus, the more DOF there will be in a
scene. So if you focus on a person 10 feet away, then you may have a range of three feet in front and six feet
behind your subject that will be sharp depending on the other three factors , whereas if you focus on a person
that is 3 feet away, you may have a range of 3 inches in front and 6 inches behind your subject that will be
sharp. Here is a website to test out these different depth of field factors: This website is only a general guide to
get your started. Zone focusing is pre-focusing your camera to a certain distance away, say 10 feet, guessing
the DOF that you will have at that distance with the settings you are using, and then photographing subjects as
they enter that range, and hopefully as close as possible to the actual focus distance on the camera. It is also
being able to change your focus distance quickly and accurately, without looking, as a subject moves closer or
further from you. The reason for doing this is that both using autofocus and turning the manual focusing dial
takes time and often will be noticeable to your potentially candid subjects and most of the time things happen
so fast on the street that you need to be focused ahead of time. If your camera is already focused to an average
distance away, then you can just wait for your subject to enter that range and there will be no delay from when
a moment happens to when you are able to click the shutter. It will be instant. With the 5D Mark II and a
28mm focal length, if I pre-focus my camera to 8 feet away at F8, then everything from around 5. Of course,
as you get to the outer areas of that range the subject will not be perfectly sharp, but for fast-moving street
photography, it gives me a serious range to work with. At F11 or F16, even more so. The only problem is that
you need to have a lens with a manual focusing meter, such as the one in the photo above, that shows you the
distance that the camera is focused at and is easily manipulated. While not perfect, this will work somewhat.
But if you want to do candid street photography then I highly suggest getting a lens with a manual focus
meter. So it should be obvious to you why we generally want the range of sharpness to be as great as possible
when zone focusing unless you want more bokeh for aesthetic reasons. It is for when we mess up slightly in
guessing how far something is away so that there will still be enough leeway for our main subject to be sharp,
or so we can get multiple subjects at different distances to all be relatively sharp. These are two reasons that
many street photographers prefer to use wide-angle lenses, such as 28mm or 35mm. My go-to focal length is
generally 28mm. It is also the reason why you want to shoot at a high ISO in street photography unless the
light is strong. If you shoot with a high-ISO, it allows you to shoot with a smaller aperture. For many cameras,
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the ISOs may not be ideal at these levels, however that is quickly changing these days with each new camera
released. Test your camera at different ISO settings to see what its acceptable range is. Guessing Distances If
you are like me then you often do street photography in less than ideal lighting, such as in the subway system.
But when you are shooting at F2. I suggest using a tape measure and measuring out the distances, from 2 feet
from your lens all the way to 12 feet. Go out and practice. Find different objects and try to guess how far they
are away. I have gotten a lot of strange looks over the years from people who have seen me focusing intently
on lampposts 8 â€” 10 feet away. The other reason to get good at guessing distances is that people move and
scenes develop. You might want to capture a person walking towards you at both 10 feet and 5 feet away. So
when you hold the camera you want to always have one of your hands on the focusing ring. Practice manual
focusing back and forth from 10 feet to 8 feet to 6 feet and so on. Doing this well, however, can be tough. My
final word of advice is that if you have the time to autofocus or manual focus with a viewfinder on a subject
without them noticing, then do it. That is much more consistently accurate than trying to guess distances and
zone focusing. But for a majority of the time, zone focusing will be your best and quickest weapon on the
street.
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3: A simplified zone system for making good exposures
The book, The Zone System for 35MM Photographers: A Basic Guide to Exposure Control by Carson Greaves, explains
how and with a minimum of graphs. The zone system is technically difficult, so expect to struggle with the concepts.

To display these tables correctly in Netscape, the Always use my colors, overriding document box must be
unchecked. Scroll down and check the box, "Print background colors and images. The best way to print these
charts, which are HTML tables, not image files, is the following. These cards are used by professionals for
exposure metering in the studio: They place the card next to the subject and meter from it. This is equivalent
to incident light metering: Incident metering produces excellent results when it can be used. Meters built into
cameras measure reflected light. Total black in the print. We will omit zone 0 from the remainder of this
tutorial; zone 1 will be considered pure black. Omitting zone 0 makes little practical difference. Zone 1
Effective threshold. First step above complete black in the print. Slight tonality, but no texture. Zone 2 First
suggestion of texture. Deep tonalities, representing the darkest part of the image in which some detail is
required. Zone 3 Average dark materials. Low values showing adequate texture. Middle values Average dark
foliage. Recommended shadow value for portraits in sunlight. Zone 5 Clear north sky panchromatic rendering.
Zone 6 Average Caucasian skin value. Shadows in snow in sunlit snowscapes. High values Very light skin.
Average snow with acute side lighting. Zone 8 Whites with textures and delicate values not blank whites.
Snow in full shade. Highlights on Caucasian skin. Zone 9 Glaring white surfaces. Snow in flat sunlight. The
only subjects higher than Zone 9 would be light sources; they would be rendered as the maximum white value
of the paper surface. Colors are rich and saturated where you expect them to be, and no important areas are
washed out or too dark. First, there should be detail in all important shadow areas. In underexposed negatives,
shadow areas look clearâ€” detail is absent; there is nothing to print. Shadow detail is extremely important in
tonally rich, satisfying fine prints. Negative film can capture a huge tonal range, and the detail you need to
print is probably still present. Portions of the negative may be denser than the Dmax of the scanner the highest
density it can respond to, typically 3 to 4 on a logarithmic scale. Nevertheless, image quality is often degraded
in overexposed negatives. Slidesâ€” The situation is reversed is slides, where overexposure is the cardinal sin.
Overexposed areas are washed out and lacking in detail. Slides capture a much smaller brightness range than
negatives, hence they require very careful exposure. Some detail may be lost in contrasty scenes, even in
well-exposed slides. Most professionals bracket their slide exposures: In landscapes, where the sky and
scenery at the top of the frame is often much brighter than at the bottom, a graduated neutral density filter dark
on top; clear on bottom can be invaluable for reducing the brightness range. These filters come in several
gradients and maximum densities. It takes practice to use them effectively. Digital sensors are linear, and like
all linear devices, they have an abrupt cutoff. This can result in blocked highlights in contrasty scenes. Many
digital cameras have tonal response "S" curves that reduce the severity of the blocking. These curves are
applied when the RAW files are converted. Even so, digital photographers must be ever vigilant; they must
pay attention to highlights when setting exposure. Capture RAW images whenever the lighting is challenging
and you want the best image quality. Converting RAW files to standard formats on a computer off the camera
, gives you tremendous control over the results. You can correct color, adjust contrast, and apply tonal
response curves. You can also convert to bit color, which allows you to do extensive manipulation dodging,
burning, etc. It is the inverse of the number on the dial. The standard sequence is 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60, , , ,
Aperture is the variable opening in the lens that admits light. F-stops are sequenced in multiples of the square
root of two: Increasing the f-stop by one step halves the light reaching the film. F-stop also refers to a change
in the aperture by one step, which doubles or halves the light reaching the film. Similarly, "stopping down"
means admitting less light; increasing the f-stop. The speed of a lens is its maximum aperture, i. Faster films
tend to have more grain and less resolving power. Exposure is the total light reaching the film. It is a function
of the luminance of the subject the light it emits , the aperture setting, the shutter speed and the film speed.
Photographers often say, "increase the exposure by one f-stop," or "stop down by two f-stops. They mean
adjust either the shutter speed or the aperture. We will use this terminology below. The heart of the matter:
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The Zone system can then be expressed in a single statement: Select an area of the scene, meter it, then adjust
the exposure by the difference between the zone you want in the final image and zone 5 middle gray. For
example, suppose you want to place the snowy mountains in scene below Lauterbrunnen, Switzerland, with
the Jungfrau range in the background at zone 7. Meter them, then increase the exposure by two f-stops, i. Or if
you choose to place the shaded mountain on the left at zone 3, meter it, then decrease the exposure by two
f-stops. I probably pointed the camera, a Canon FTb with a narrow angle meter, down slightly towards the
Zone 5 region, then exposed as indicated. Of course the devil is in the details. And there are several. The Zone
system was designed for narrow angle meters, such as 1o spot meters see sidebar. These meters are not
designed for the Zone system and must be used with care. You have to average over the region of sensitivity.
The second devilish detail is how to determine the region to meter. For negatives you should bias your choice
towards shadow regionsâ€” light shadows, not deep ones. The Zone 3 mountain on the left is a good example.
For slides and digital, where overexposure must be avoided, you should bias your choice towards middle to
lighter regions, with emphasis on the most important part of the image. For slides, you may want to take
several zone-adjusted readings and use them as the basis of bracketing. For digital, you can make a test
exposure, then look at the histogram to be sure highlights are not blocking. The third devilish detail is how to
actually set the exposure. If you have an old-fashioned camera with manual f-stops and shutter speeds, or an
automatic camera with full manual override, you have no problem. If you have a automatic camera that allows
exposure compensation, go ahead and use it, but be forewarnedâ€” be mindful! My neighbor lost most of the
images from a trip to the Canadian Rockies because he forgot to turn off an exposure compensation mode in
his ultra-sophisticated Canon EOS 3. He now has a Canon digital SLR; no more problems. The final detail,
not so devilish, is that you must carefully examine each negative or slide when you get it back from the
processor. A lightbox and loupe can help with the evaluation. Digital is ever so much easier; you can examine
the histogram in the camera, immediately after the exposure. Remember that films, shutters, apertures, and
meters all vary, and they can change with time. Conversely, if they are overexposed, increase the setting.
Underexposed negatives result in washed out gray shadow areas that beginners often misinterpret as
overexposure. As we engineers say, you must "close the loop," that is, keep adjusting your technique based on
recent results.
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4: Zone System Tutorial - The Zone System for Digital & Film | Gavin Seim. American Pictorialist
The Zone System for 35mm Photographers: A Basic Guide to Exposure Control by Carson Graves (, Paperback,
Revised) Be the first to write a review. About this product.

Film has much greater exposure latitude than does the paper, which is one huge reason why photographers
using traditional darkrooms will burn, dodge, use contrast filters, and paper flashing techniques. They need to
cram onto the paper all of that latitude captured on the film. So the Zone System was developed to reduce the
need for those techniques, and for many photographic scenes eliminate them as a means of matching the tonal
scale of the film to that of the paper, and relegated them to being a means of being more creative with your
printing instead of being more of a necessity. It is in photo books before Ansel was born. These were ancient
books; most pre WW2. Newcomers to photography somehow equate old Ansel to "discovering" this matching;
which comes across totally absurd if one has been around along time. It was common knownledge to strive to
match the plates recorded scene to match the target print paper for along time. It is in Kodak books when
Ansel was born; thus he had a good reference to learn and create his zone system from; ie two past generations
of photographers. Here I actually have a box to read densities on negatives in specific spots. Thus for me as an
engineer too I think more in Densities I can measure versus the exposure of the parts of scene. Its basically the
same matching as was done in ; or by the zone system but I use actual numbers instead of zoney talk. For
others talking zone is their bag. I have friends who talk zone but could not figure the log 10 of 10; or read as
DlogE curve. If I said the shadow is placed with a denisty of 0. Dfferrent films have different DlogE curves.
Thus James comment that "Any film can have blocked highlights. Make a photo of Aunt Mary outdoors and
there may be a white patch on her print dress where a spot of sunlight filtered through the trees onto the dress"
is true; but how much the dress is all lost or sort of lost in the highlights well to over exposed dress DEPENDS
on the films upper DlogE curve. All of us know all this. The point is say when film was more mainstream ;
photographers had a wide choice of films. This was a sheet film in the stock number; smallest size was 3x4
inches. Thus beyond understanding the zone system; studing different types of film is good too. The old sheet
film Super-XX had this un believeable long tonal range; thus lost highlights were rarer. As far as using the
zone system in 35mm; it is possible. It is more common say in Blad MF backs like David Sims mentioned;
one has a back that is used for different types of lighting ratios. With my old C3 Mamyia TLR; I have a plate
adapter back; but only have 3 holders; thus it is like a gun with 3 bullets. In sheet films using varied
development is far more common. As a scanner ages; its glass and optics pickup crap; the dynamic range
drops. If one dabbles in old expired films; the base fog is higher. One has the issues too if one work is printed
in a newspaper; magazine, book; web, soap box, beer wrapper, etc. The magazine was a goldmine back then.
When enlargers became more common for amateurs; Kodak added developmente times based on whether one
had a diffusion or condensor enlarger. One developed negatives a tad more if one used a diffusion enlarger;
since the "transfer function" of a diffusion enlarger is less. Besides learning matching sceen to the negative via
development; study too different film types. Each film has a different DlogE curve; some types are better for
specific typs of lighting. If one contact prints say LF; the one has more contast too than a projected negative.
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5: The Zone System for 35mm Photographers by Carson Graves
Get this from a library! The zone system for 35mm photographers: a basic guide to exposure control. [Carson Graves] -On the zone system of photography.

HPB condition ratings New: Item is brand new, unused and unmarked, in flawless condition. No defects, little
usage. May show remainder marks. Older books may show minor flaws. Shows some signs of wear and is no
longer fresh. Used textbooks do not come with supplemental materials. Average used book with all pages
present. Possible loose bindings, highlighting, cocked spine or torn dust jackets. Obviously well-worn, but no
text pages missing. May be without endpapers or title page. Markings do not interfere with readability. All text
is legible but may be soiled and have binding defects. Reading copies and binding copies fall into this
category. Mint condition or still sealed SS. Absolutely perfect in every way. No defects, little sign of use, well
cared for. Not necessarily sealed or unused, but close. Could be an unopened promotional or cut item. Will
show some signs that it was played and otherwise handled by a previous owner who took good care of it.
Attractive and well cared for, but no longer fresh. Minor signs of wear, scuffing or scratching, but will play
almost perfectly. This item is in okay condition. Obviously well-worn and handled. Most vinyl collectors will
not buy good or below, but some tracks on CD or vinyl will play. This movie is unopened and brand new. No
defects, little sign of use. No skipping; no fuzzy or snowy frames in VHS. Attractive and well cared for but no
longer fresh. Minor signs of wear, but will play almost perfectly. This item is in okay condition and basically
works well. Basically plays, but may be obviously well-worn with some scratching or tape distortion. Disc or
tape is intact, but may be scratched or stretched. There may be skips or distortion or product defects. Sign up
for bookish emails And get a coupon for your first purchase.
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6: 35mm Zone System: Is it possible? | www.enganchecubano.com Photography Forums
The Zone System for 35mm Photographers, Second Edition A Basic Guide to Exposure Control Carson Graves Focal
Press Boston Oxford Johannesburg Melbourne.

I started photographic study when I was twelve. The idea of visualizing and using Zones is not promoted
much today. It seems much of the industry arrived at digital and decided that the past years of photographic
knowledge were somewhat irrelevant. And check out my video series, EXposed which gets deep into Zones.
OK lets dig in. Yosemite, â€” A general look at where I placed the scene elements in relation to the Zones.
Each arrow leads to what I see as the zone on the scale. To those of you who already know this, kudos. Excuse
my bluntness, but this is happening to the best of us. We need to get back to basics and visualize, control tone,
dynamic range, image quality and presentation The Zone System was a complete approach that included
everything from the initial exposure to the final print. It will help you gain a better understanding of
photographics. The Zone Scale lies at the core of the Zone System. It consists of eleven squares that span from
clipped black Zone 0 to clipped white Zone X. Each square represents a change of one stop. The first part of
using Zones starts before you release the shutter. Truly visualizing your image is like nothing else. Once you
master it, you see the image you plan to make including your edits and refinements in your mind before you
ever take the photo. It changes how you photograph and how refined the resulting images become. Brilliantly
simple, the Zone scale allows us to visualize all our light from complete black to complete white in clear one
stop increments. To begin with look at the Zone scale. Now look at your scene. Visualize what Zones the
things around you fall within. How do YOU want to make it? Think about how Zone levels on various objects
in this scene would complement your primary subject as well as your supporting cast of elements. Sometimes
it helps to begin by visualizing a scene in black and white even if your final image is going to be color.
Thinking in terms of tones can be helpful, especially early in the process. All nine detail Zones photographed
with digital. Metering was based on the brightest area here, but we could have metered meter any element and
uses the system to place that element in any of the time values but simply moving exposure up or down click
for larger view. OK, now you have a mental image for what your scene looks like. You could choose any
element as your basis. Set aside your annoyance for a moment that he has that sports car because he has a
great paying job instead of being a photographer. Remember that just because something is dark, does not
mean it must fall in a low Zone. And remember that while the Zones are shown as shades of grey, they
represent tonal value. Color or black and white, Zone values work the same. So for now lets meter that car
using a spot meter, either spot mode on your camera, or a dedicated unit I really like the Pentax Digital
Spotmeter, as it reads in Exposure Valuesâ€”very educationalâ€”and allows you to set Zones easily. Look at it
on the scale above, then let me say it again: This means that a light meter is not always telling you what the
best exposure is, but what exposure will give you middle grey. I know this may be surprising, but your
reflective meter is simply telling you what exposure will place the metered object at middle gray tone, or Zone
V. How can this be? Well, it probably is. So unless you want your subject middle grey, you need to
compensate. What all this means is incredibly powerful. The meter is still brilliant. Knowing that you meter
gives you a Zone V reading for the metered section of the scene, all you have to do is decide which Zone any
element should fall in, then compensate accordingly. Remember that each Zone is one stop. All you have to do
is expose one stop above what your meter told you and the tone will be placed at zone VI. It really is that
simple. Well, all you have to do is spot meter, then drop down 2 stops lower. Well, yes, it is. Meters can vary
and you need to know your tools so lets clarify them bit. Incident meters cannot see the reflectiveness of the
subject think snow vs. I beg to differ. In many non studio or close up situations, incident readings are not
possible. Even when they are, what you see is not always what you want. Based on a natural incident reading
that car may fall at Zone V, but you might still want to place it up to zone VI 6 to achieve the visualization
you want and properly convey your feeling of the scene. Just understand that incident and reflective read a bit
differently. You can then compensate with Zones to place elements anywhere desired. I prefer the more
absolute nature of the reflected reading generally spot. But more importantly, because a spot meter always
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gives you a fixed point to start from. It effectively places whatever object you point it at into middle grey Zone
V. Next you compensate to place that object in whichever Zone you want. The reflected reading is absolute.
But for those of us that use Zones the spot meter is amazingly powerful and makes visualizing and seeing light
a simple thing. And yes, you can spot meter with strobes using some meters, such as the Sekonic though
probably not with your in-camera meter. So whichever meter you use, with natural light or flash, you can
apply the Zone techniques with success. Just understand how your meter reads light and make it work for you.
It varies, of course, with skin, highlights, and shadows. I placed her dress by burning no lighter than the face
to avoid competition, continuing the reducing approach with other elements in the scene. Everything needs to
lead in to my subject. Otherwise, it does not belong there. OK, great you say. The problem is that every other
element of the scene is also exposed based on that. Some might be lighter or darker than what I visualized.
This is what makes photography an art and a science. We must now consider what Zones the low and high
values will fall into. You just have to carry it through. I should note that for film users, the Zone System has
lots of other relevant pieces. Those pertain to the way we process the film, how we print, and more. Bit we
should think in terms of the medium being used. Even when I use large format film I scan to digital for my
final processing rather than printing in the darkroom. With that in mind, lets examine the basic elements of
further tone placement. We placed the blue car at Zone VI 6. But because of that, the bright blue sky might
have come up Zone XI 9. Yet maybe you want a rich sky blue around Zone VII 7. You have a visualization.
How can you make it happen? Clearly we have to darken that sky while maintaining our subject. Something
that lights our subject and places it in the correct Zone, while exposing the background where we want. This is
called keying for the background. Keying your exposure is very applicable to portraits and commercial work,
though it may not always be the look you want. Another method would be adjusting in post, using a burn
darken brush, or a gradient to bring down the tonal value of that sky. For now lets talk about the burn and
dodge approach since it addresses some important issues. We know the car is placed Zone VI 6. The question
is this, is the camera capturing the information we need in the other areas? Digital is improving, but it still has
less range than film. If the sky is clipping to white in the histogram, we probably need a darker frame. Back in
the digital darkroom, you could blend those. Maybe with HDR software and tone mapping, or more likely just
with a simple layer blend in Photoshop. Mix the rich sky into the scene while retaining our subject at its given
Zone.
7: The Zone System for 35Mm Photographers - Graves, Carson - | HPB
Zone System for 35mm Photographers, The by Carson Graves, , available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide.

8: The Zone System for 35mm Photographers: A Basic Guide to Exposure Control by Carson Graves
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Zone System for 35MM Photographers: A Basic Guide to
Exposure Control at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

9: The Zone System for 35MM Photographers: A Basic Guide to Exposure Control by Carson Graves
Hi, recently I checked out a book from the library on "the zone system for 35mm photography". It basically had things
divided into ten zones with zone I being absolute black and X pure white, I am sure most of you are more familiar with it.
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